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ABC Of The Blues CD 48 – Sippie Wallace & Peetie Wheatstraw (2010)

  

  CD 48 – Sippie Wallace & Peetie Wheatstraw    48-01 Sippie Wallace – I’m a Mighty Tight
Woman  48-02 Sippie Wallace – Murder’s Gonna Be My Crime  48-03 Sippie Wallace –
Suitcase  48-04 Sippie Wallace – Special Delivery Blues  48-05 Sippie Wallace – The Flood
Blues  48-06 Sippie Wallace – Dead Drunk Blues  48-07 Sippie Wallace – A Man for Every Day
in the Week  48-08 Sippie Wallace – Jack of Diamond Blues   
play
 48-09 Sippie Wallace – A Jealous Woman  48-10 Sippie Wallace – The Mail Train Blues  48-11
Peetie Wheatstraw – Devil’s Son-In-Law  48-12 Peetie Wheatstraw – Shake That Thing  48-13
Peetie Wheatstraw – Gangster’s Blues  48-14 Peetie Wheatstraw – Come Over and See Me 
48-15 Peetie Wheatstraw – Cake Alley  48-16 Peetie Wheatstraw – Shack Bully Stomp  48-17
Peetie Wheatstraw – Tight Time Project  48-18 Peetie Wheatstraw – Working on the Project 
48-19 Peetie Wheatstraw – Weeping Willow Blues  48-20 Peetie Wheatstraw – Peetie
Wheatstraw Stomp  
play
 
 

 

  

A classic female blues singer from the '20s, Wallace kept performing and recording until her
death. She was a major influence on a young Bonnie Raitt, who recorded several of Wallace's
songs and performed live with her.

  

The daughter of a Baptist deacon, Sippie Wallace (born Beulah Thomas) was born and raised
in Houston. As a child, she sang and played piano in church. Before she was in her teens, she
began performing with her brother, pianist Hersal Thomas. By the time she was in her midteens,
she had left Houston to pursue a musical career, singing in a number of tent shows and earning
a dedicated fan base. In 1915, she moved to New Orleans with Hersal. Two years later, she
married Matt Wallace.
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In 1923, Sippie, Hersal, and their older brother George moved to Chicago, where Sippie
became part of the city's jazz scene. By the end of the year, she had earned a contract with
OKeh Records. Her first two songs for the label, "Shorty George" and "Up the Country Blues,"
were hits, and Sippie soon became a star. Throughout the '20s, she produced a series of
singles that were nearly all hits. Wallace's OKeh recordings featured a number of celebrated
jazz musicians, including Louis Armstrong, Eddie Heywood, King Oliver, and Clarence Williams;
both Hersal and George Thomas performed on Sippie's records as well, in addition to
supporting her at concerts. Between 1923 and 1927, she recorded over 40 songs for OKeh.
Many of the songs that were Wallace originals or co-written by Sippie and her brothers.

  

In 1926, Hersal Thomas died of food poisoning, but Sippie Wallace continued to perform and
record. Within a few years, however, she stopped performing regularly. After her contract with
OKeh was finished in the late '20s, she moved to Detroit in 1929. In the early '30s, Wallace
stopped recording, only performing the occasional gig. In 1936, both George Thomas and her
husband Matt died. Following their deaths, Sippie joined the Leland Baptist Church in Detroit,
where she was an organist and vocalist; she stayed with the church for the next 40 years.

  

Between 1936 and 1966, Wallace was inactive on the blues scene -- she only performed a
handful of concerts and cut a few records. In 1966, she was lured out of retirement by her friend
Victoria Spivey, who convinced Sippie to join the thriving blues and folk festival circuit. Wallace
not only joined the circuit, she began recording again. Her first new album was a collection of
duets with Spivey, appropriately titled Sippie Wallace & Victoria Spivey, which was recorded in
1966; the album wasn't released until 1970. Also in 1966, Wallace recorded Sippie Wallace
Sings the Blues for Storyville, which featured support from musicians like Little Brother
Montgomery and Roosevelt Sykes. The album was quite popular, as were Sippie's festival
performances.

  

In 1970, Sippie Wallace suffered a stroke, but she was able to continue recording and
performing, although not as frequently as she had before. In 1982, Bonnie Raitt -- who had long
claimed Sippie as a major influence -- helped Wallace land a contract with Atlantic Records.
Raitt produced the resulting album, Sippie, which was released in 1983. Sippie won the W.C.
Handy Award for best blues album of the year and was nominated for a Grammy. The album
turned out to be Sippie Wallace's last recording -- she died in 1986, when she was 88 years old.
---Cub Koda, allmusic.com
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Peetie Wheatstraw was the name adopted by singer William Bunch, taking it from Black
American folklore. According to author Ralph Ellison, who made use of the Wheatstraw legend
to model characters in his novels Invisible Man and Juneteenth, "Peetie Wheatstraw" was the
evil half of a twin personality whose challenge was invoked at the start of a pool game. He was
"the Devil's Son-In-Law" or "the High Sheriff of Hell," in search of his other half, the "Lord God
Stingerroy" to shoot him a game. Nothing is known of the early life of William Bunch, other than
that he was born in Ripley, Tennessee and raised in Cotton Plant, Arkansas. In 1929, he arrived
in East St. Louis, already using the name Peetie Wheatstraw. Allegedly, as Wheatstraw, Bunch
was also spreading the rumor that he had been to the "crossroads" and had sold his soul to the
Prince of Darkness in exchange for success as a musician.

  

Without regard for the validity of Wheatstraw's claims, this self-promotion paid off in short order.
Peetie Wheatstraw soon became a popular performer in East St. Louis and his fame quickly
spread to Chicago. At a time when most record companies were cutting their entire blues
rosters in order to survive the depression, Peetie Wheatstraw suddenly became a hot item.
Wheatstraw began his recording career singing vocal duets with the unknown "Neckbones"
(possibly J.D. Short) for ARC on September 13, 1930 and continued recording on his own into
the early part of 1931. After an isolated session for Bluebird in September, 1931, Wheatstraw
returned to ARC, and then moved to Decca in 1934, where the bulk of his best recordings were
made. Peetie Wheatstraw recorded in every year of the 1930s save 1933, ultimately producing
175 sides in all with only one rejection, an enormous total for a blues artist in the pre-war period.
This figure does not include recordings made by Wheatstraw sitting in on records made by his
frequent partner, Kokomo Arnold, or ones made with Amos Easton, a.k.a. Bumble Bee Slim.

  

In the only known photograph of Peetie Wheatstraw, he is shown holding a guitar; curious, as
he was a primarily a piano player, although he may have played his own guitar on a couple of
recording dates. On his records Wheatstraw usually required a guitarist to play with him, and
had many excellent ones to choose from, including Kokomo Arnold, Lonnie Johnson, Charlie
Jordan, Charlie McCoy, and Teddy Bunn, in addition to pianist Champion Jack Dupree. On
some of his last dates, Peetie Wheatstraw recorded within a jazz inspired framework,
collaborating with Lil Armstrong and trumpeter Jonah Jones. His true strength was not so much
in terms of instrumental ability as it was his singing and the varied lyrical content of his songs,
which dealt with topics such as loose women, alcohol, supernaturalism, gambling, suicide and
murder. Robert Johnson cribbed so many lyrical ideas from the work of Peetie Wheatstraw that
it's not even worth going into specific examples of that derivation here.

  

The sheer size of Peetie Wheatstraw's recorded output has worked against his reputation.
Some blues experts have expressed the opinion that Wheatstraw's recordings are limited
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stylistically, lack variety and tend towards repetition. One hallmark of his style was the use of
pet phrases for purposes of punctuation, most typically "Oh, well, well" in third verses of songs.
On the contrary, it would seem that anyone who was thinking of formalizing aspects of blues
songwriting in the 1930s would be hailed a harbinger of things to come, rather than blamed for a
lack of imagination. In the later '30s, Peetie Wheatstraw's recording sessions were being held
once every two or three months and consisted of six to eight songs per date, so he had to
develop formulas in order to keep his content fresh. That Wheatstraw did so successfully was
something that affected nearly every blues musician within hearing distance of one of his
records. He was overwhelmingly popular throughout the 1930s, and he is credited in some
quarters with being the artist who carried the blues from its lowly status as rural "devil's music"
into the cities where, in time, it would grow, thrive and change to suit the needs of a new, urban
audience.

  

Peetie Wheatstraw would not personally live to witness these future changes. Since his death,
researchers have probed arduously in an attempt get at more information about him,
interviewing his acquaintances and reviewing civic records. But even more than sixty years after
his death practically nothing substantive is known about him or his life, despite his ambitious
recording schedule and tremendous popularity. For someone cultivating the legend of a deal
with the devil, Wheatstraw's death was eerily appropriate -- celebrating his 39th birthday,
Wheatstraw and some friends decided to drive to the local market to pick up some liquor, and
on their way out they tried to beat a railroad train that was coming down the tracks at full speed.
Needless to say, they didn't make it. --- Uncle Dave Lewis. Rovi
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